
Lanz’s Birthday Wish-List: 

Feel free to collaborate with others. Part of the fun will be looking at all of this crazy stuff at the 

party and another part of the fun is making/finding the gift! 

1. A really amazing hug 

2. An 8 stack of pancakes (with normal syrup or maple syrup and a glass of milk preferred) 

3. A song about me or in my honour 

4. A pretty stone from here: 48.97705,-122.739367 

5. An interesting artefact from here: 49.312034,-122.93676 

6. This photograph autographed by at least 20 girls I don't know and any number that i do know 

7. A sexy shirtless picture of someone I know 

8. A box of hedgehogs melted down and re-formed into a giant hedgehog beast perhaps named 

“megahog” 

9. A min 5 page webcomic with me as one of the main characters 

10. A short and silly video game  

11. A video interview of a bunch of people who are coming to the party and their opinions of 

me 

12. 10 photographs of one of the people coming to the party taken in secret without their 

knowledge and put into a folder labelled ‘top secret’ 

13. Something pilfered off of someone else who is coming to the party (not including me) 

14. An SD card completely filled with something 

15. An Age of Empires 2 custom map you made yourself 

16. A very deep and personal secret divulged only to me 

17. Something cool carved out of wood 

18. A big pot of delicious stew  

19. An ice-cream cake 
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20. A nice sized 2-handed boffing sword 

21. Brass knuckles 

22. Something, such as food, given to me by someone who is deathly allergic to that thing 

(giving me their greatest weakness) 

23. A more obscenely inappropriate shirt than the one I already have. (You guys know the one). 

24. A really intriguing object of interest perhaps that is designed in a unique way or is very 

creative 

25. One slice of pizza at-least equivalent in size to a large pizza. 

26. A monumental Minecraft monument made in my honour 

27. A massive container of powdered Cool-Aid (a good flavour) 

28. A bottle of rum given to me by a pirate 

29. An awesome boardgame 

30. An awesome boardgame you made yourself 


